TEATRO CAMPLOY

August 23, 2022 - 9 pm
ENTER HAMLET
PRODUCTION: Persona Theatre Company (Greece)

August 24, 2022 - 9 pm
SHAKESPEARE'S WOMEN
PRODUCTION: Theatre of Eternal Values (Italy)

August 25, 2022 - 6 pm
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM
PRODUCTION: Kyiv National Academic Molodyy Theatre (Ukraine)

August 25, 2022 - 9 pm
SHAKESPEARE AND MALICE
PRODUCTION: Nordland Teater (Norway)

August 26, 2022 - 9 pm
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
PRODUCTION: Nodor Dumbadze Professional State Youth Theater (Georgia)

August 27, 2022 - 9 pm
GAMLET (Гамлет)
PRODUCTION: The Brew (Italy-Serbia)

August 28, 2022 - 6 pm
PIYAR ALIR BHANGA MUKH/SHATTERED FACES OF PIYAR ALI
PRODUCTION: Shondhani Arts & Bangla Connection. In collaboration with the Shakespeare Institute, University of Birmingham (UK)

August 28, 2022 - 9 pm
ROUGH MAGIC
PRODUCTION: SaM Summer School - Verona

English subtitles

Info: skene@ateneo.univr.it

With the support of: